POLICY FORUM

Is This Your Father's NIH? And Other Strategic Questions
B. Healy

NEWS & COMMENT

Did Liability Block AIDS Trial? Imanishi-Kari
U.S. Attorney Decides Not to Prosecute Western Leaders Disagree on Soviet Reactor Safety Plan
Quick Fixes for $810 Million Oil-Cleanup Method Questioned

RESEARCH NEWS

The Evolution of Sexes Fetal Development and the Battle of the Sexes Swallows and Scorpionflies Find Symmetry
Is Beautiful No Better Than Average Barby Macaques Challenge Theory of Female Choice

Policies for Forum

Speeding Up a Chemical Game of Chance Black Holes: A New Heavyweight Champ Researchers Get a First Look at the Versatile TGF-β Family

SPECIAL SECTION

How Technique Is Changing Science Scientists as "Theory Snobs"
Two Techniques Converge on One Problem The Trajectory of Techniques: Lessons From the Past

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Dynamics of Cluster-Surface Collisions

Surfaces and Bulk Charge Density Wave Structure in 1T-TaS₂

Direct Electrochemical Measurements Inside a 2000 Å Thick Polymer Film by Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy

M. V. Mirkin, F.-R. F. Fan, A. J. Bard

DEPARTMENTS

THIS WEEK IN SCIENCE
EDITORIAL

Individual-Initiated Public Policy

LETTERS

Women in Mathematics: C. Wood et al.; J. Savani; Editors • Miscarriage Study: J. Byrne • Cold Fusion: Not Nuclear: M. Goldhaber

SCIENCESCOPE

EPA scuttles a burning oil slick, etc.

RANDOM SAMPLES

Court Cramps EPA on Pesticides • Miracle Moss • Global Perspective on Medicine • Gallo Aide Convicted on Three Counts • Genetechies Split on Biodiversity Treaty, etc.

BOOK REVIEWS

Darwin, reviewed by F. M. Turner • The Causes of Molecular Evolution, B. Charlesworth • Unusual Telescopes, R. Peterson • Vignette: Genetics Edwardian Style • Books Received
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